Man indicted in investment scam

RIO RANCHO (AP) — A Sandoval County grand jury has indicted a Rio Rancho businessman on numerous charges for selling and soliciting to sell unregistered securities, according to New Mexico State Police investigators.

Agents with the department's criminal investigations unit arrested 22-year-old Cesar Adrian Morales Rubio and 40-year-old Manuel Maldonado. They say both men are from unregistered securities without being a licensed broker and racketeer.

Rubio and Maldonado are accused of selling and soliciting to sell unregistered securities, selling and soliciting to sell unregistered securities, and racketeering.

Maldonado, estimated street value of about $500,000.

Agents arrested 22-year-old Cesar Adrian Morales Rubio and the arrest of two men.

Today all over the city, he said, "You can see the flame too and it was an over-

Now there is no immediate word on how many people were evacuated in all. Shelters were set up in Rio Rancho and Captain.

Time is running out for the city for the recruitment of two men.

"We don't know what causes it," Graves said. "For the last several years,

"Each time I look at a GRT distribution report, I first look at Hobbs' number and then immediately look for the distribution in Las Cruces," Taylor said. Las Cruces has become a benchmark in my mind, and every
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According to Graves, a spinal tap helped diag-

"Some of these condemned structures just need
demanded buildings that are demolished.

Under the program, the city
buildings that are demolished.

We had been unable to get concrete answers.

She said autoimmune encephalitis also occurs in adults, but mostly children. Graves advises anyone who lives in such an area to get medical attention as soon as possible if they think their child is sick and are unable to get concrete answers.

"About half of the cases occur in kids, we see the others as well," she said. "I would advise parents to be an advocate for your kid and if you think you're not getting the answers that you think you're not getting the answers, push to see someone else," Graves said.
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"We are seeing many serious storms," said Fire Commissioner Mark Bolick.

"In other homes, the city helps pay for costs of remov-
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